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Today's session
Learn how relational vulnerability is a superpower 
and courage is its companion;
Understand how your lived experience is your 
leadership experience.
Learn how to banish overwhelm, imposter- 
syndrome + perfectionism from your vocabulary
(and self-talk) 
Grow grounded confidence to lead from
everywhere.



Hi, I'm Polly

fast growth start-ups, innovation and 
commercialisation
digital strategist
organisational culture and people
Dare to Lead certified facilitator + leadership 
consultant
trauma informed somatic therapist
1 undergrad, 1 honours, 2 masters, 1 PhD
Have taught, worked or studied at: CSU, ANU, 
UTS, UC, UNE, ECU, UTAS.

ALL PURPOSE HUMAN BEING



“A leader is anyone who 
takes responsibility for 
finding the potential in 

people and processes and 
has the courage to 

develop that potential..”
 

Dr Brene Brown - Dare to Lead



relational vulnerability + courage

values

self-awareness + self compassion

grounded confidence

leadership superpowers



who we are is how we 
lead.

you don't have to change who you are...you 
have to know who you are and what you can 

be. 



 vulnerability is weakness
 I can go it alone
 vulnerability is disclosure
 you can engineer the discomfort out of 
vulnerability
 trust comes before vulnerability
 I don't do vulnerability

6 myths of vulnerability:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

relational vulnerability + courage



exercise: what myths do 
you need to unlearn?

In small groups, discuss what you learned 
about vulnerability from your family, school, 

culture, workplace. 
Where do you need to strengthen your 

vulnerability practice?



leading our Self is managing our 
life experiences

ALL OF US have experienced big T and small T 
trauma. It lives in our nervous systems and 
emerges in our unconscious behaviours and 
looks like armour.



The 
neurobiology 
of leadership 
and the 
Autonomic 
Nervous 
System



It's not fear that stops us 
from being vulnerable 

leaders. It's our armour.
 

Vulnerability is a 
superpower and courage 

is contagious.



values are WHO WE ARE

they define the big decisions of our lives

values have to be lived into to feel
psychologically safe - but even when 
they are not they are still your values

We feel the absence of values more 
acutely then their presence

living into our values



exercise: your 2 values
Look at the handout list: what are your two 
core values? Choose your two then in small 
groups discuss:

How do you know when you are living into 
them?

How do you feel in their absence?

Does your organisation live into its values?



Words build worlds - the way we speak to and 
about ourselves reinforces our own ANS self 
talk.

No imposters. Just curious learners and 
becomers.

Perfectionism is armour. It severs connection 
and bankrupts vulnerability and courage.

self-awareness + self compassion



“be it 'til you are 
it...because you already 

are it”
 

Dr Polly McGee  - The Good Hustle



exercise: practice makes presence
Write down one of your 'imposter' statements.

"Everyone knows what they are doing except me"

Now flip it to a strengths based sentence:

"I am a curious learner who deserves to be here with 
the skills to ask for what I need."



self awareness means you 
notice when you are 
moving into fear and 

negative self talk. 
 
 
 



 
self compassion means 
you can talk to yourself 

like someone you love (or 
at least like and respect.)

 
 



is where you lead authentically from your whole 
Self 
make mistakes, get curious  
listen to learn not to win
soften the armour as you feel safe to do so 
recognise what is happening when you don't feel 
safe so you can work on that feeling
know how to set a boundary and respect 
someone else's

  

grounded confidence



Thank you 
SENCON! www.pollymcgee.com

px@pollymcgee.com
@pollymcgee.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pollymcgee/

CONTACT ME

questions?
comments?


